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Abstract

The transport and filtration of a particule-fluid mixture in porous media is
a process of considerable importance in science and engineering. After nearly
100 years of intensive research, there are important theoretical and experi-
mental aspects still unsolved. Not only is the complexity of the geometry of
a porous medium a main problem, but, as recently discovered, the transport
of mass or heat is strongly influenced by the presence of mechanisms that
does not occur often. The purpose of this work is to analyze both theoreti-
cally and experimentally two mechanisms that are statistical improbable and
one mechanism that is negligeable from the geometrical point of view. The
first mechanism is related with the formation of arches between the grains
of a porous matrix. The second mechanism is associated with the presence
of preferential paths. The third and last mechanism is the leakage of an
infinitely thin fracture in a earth dam. For each case the macroscopic flow
was dramatically perturbed.

Prom the engineering point of view, the macroscopic description is in gen-
eral the most interesting. However, the continuum approach is not adapted
to describe mechanisms that involve a characteristic volume smaller than the
representative elementary volume (REV). On the other side, the microscopic
description is in general too complex for a direct analysis. This work is based
on a mesoscale, also called mesoscopic, description of the flow of a particle-
fluid mixture through a porous matrix. The practical advantage of mesoscale
experiments is obvious. However, the limited size of the experimental cell
makes the extrapolation of the results to a macroscopic description more
difficult.

Non-cohesive particles of mm-size were introduced at the top of a Hele-
Shaw cell that contained cylindrical obstacles. An image analysis of the video
frames, showed that a flow of the Darcy type still exists for the particles at
mesoscale. The settling velocity is measured for different degrees of unifor-
mity for the porous matrix. A maximum value of the settling velocity is
identified with the formation of "trains" of particles that settle faster than
single particles. Longitudinal and transversal velocities were measured and
corrected from the settling velocity. The result is that there is no longitu-



dined dispersion for the particles. One pore is filled before the next pore is
invaded.

Particles that are transported through a porous medium can be trapped
in many different ways. The final outcome is usually the formation of clusters.
Experiments show a subtle mechanism of trapping particles. The formation
of arches between the grains of the porous matrix induces the formation of
subclusters that finally agglomerate into large clusters. The growing rate of
such clusters is mainly proportional to the number of subclusters.

Finally, a theoretical model of transport is applied to a pipe flow of a
particle-fluid mixture. The velocity profiles for both phases are derived for
the transverse and longitudinal directions of the flow for different fractions
volume of particles. The velocity profiles in the transverse direction are simi-
lar with the experimental ones. On the other side, the velocity profiles in the
longitudinal direction exhibit periodical oscillations located along the center
line of the flow. This peculiar behavior should be validate experimentally.

Descriptors: porous media, earth dams, mass transport, particle-fluid mix-
tures, arches, clusters, fracture.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The transport and filtration of particulate mixtures in porous media make
up a process of considerable importance in science and engineering. An im-
portant application is the internal stability of earth-fill dams. The central
part of such dams is a core of fine material usually moraine. The seepage flow
tends to carry away the fine material from the central core. The filters that
surround the core have to supply two functions; one is to stop the migration
of the fine particles and the second is to be "internal stable" i.e. to prevent
internal erosion. Despite the large amount of work that has been done in
this area [17], two fundamental questions remain unresolved: the effect of
the concentration of solids in the flowing mixture on particle trapping, and
the effect of the non-uniformity of the medium on the mechanism of trapping.
Both questions are addressed through theoretical analysis and mesoscale ex-
periments. The experiments deals with the transport of mm-sized particles
that are roughly cylindrical through a Hele-Shaw cell that contains cylin-
drical obstacles. The longitudinal and transverse velocities of the particles
indicate that both the bulk particles and the particles located at the front
follow a Darcy type law. This seems to indicates a strong dependency of the
Darcy law on the microscopic description of the flow. The transport of fine
particles through a porous matrix depends also on blocking mechanisms like
the formation of arches between the grains of a porous matrix. A difficulty
in studying mass transport through porous media is that mechanisms that
are rare, have significant consequences on the macroscopic transport. One
example is the formation of arches or dendrite [9], between the grains of
the porous matrix. Arches that are stables are rare. Nevertheless, the arches
generate clusters and preferential paths that are key elements in the trapping

9



10 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

and transport mechanisms. An image analysis clearly shows that an increase
of the particle concentration due to a blocked pore, induces the formation
of arches in front of the blocked pore. Most of the arches are unstables and
are rapidly distroyed by the flow of particles, few of them are stable and
contributed to the formation of sub clusters in the upstream. The particles
that are not trapped in the cluster surround it along paths that are wide
enough to serve as preferential paths.

For fine particles flowing through a porous medium, the trapping mechan-
sim of the particles by the porous matrix depends not only on the size of the
particles but also on the degree of uniformity of the matrix. If the porous
medium is non-uniform, a balance between the formation of clusters and
preferential paths affects the total amount of trapped particles. This mech-
anism was clearly illustrated during experiments in a Hele-Shaw cell that
contains cylindrical obstacles. Formations of infinite clusters were observed
for a critical uniformity parameter.

New models are actively developed [1], [5], [6], [7], [8]. A model based on
Lamb's solid harmonics expansion [29], and a local description of the flow
was derived by Koenders and Williams [28]. This model was generalized by
Koenders for anisotropic media [23], [24]. The original isotropic model [28]
is sufficiently sensitive to derive the main behaviors of an anisotropic flow.
Therefore, this model is applied to a pipe flow of a particle-fluid mixture. The
model exhibits longitudinal oscillations along the center line of the pipe. This
peculiar phenomena has never been reported in the literature, but, several
indicators were reported. For example, Nott and Brady, [32], introduces an
extra granular temperature field which enables the diffusion effects that are
associated with fluctuations in the velocity and packing density. A recent
article from Gondret and Rabaud [16], reports Kelvin-Helmholtz instabili-
ties for parallel flow in a Hele-Shaw cell with two immiscible phases (fluid
and gas). These last results seem to confirm the presence of longitudinal
instabilities for two-phases flow in a porous medium.

The application of the analytical solutions to dams was conducted to
study the influence of a fracture in a rectangular dam on the pressure gradi-
ent and on the shape of the phreatic surface. The purpose of the investiga-
tion is twofold. Firstly to calculate and experimentally measure how a local
fracture influences the shape of the phreatic surface in a idealized dam. Sec-
ondly to calculate and experimentally visualize how the fracture influences
the pressure gradient at the fracture. If the upstream and downstream levels
are constant, the phreatic surface is steady but if the conductivity changes
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locally, the phreatic surface is deformed. The deviation from the undisturbed
reference shape is a measure of the change of conductivity. Theoretically, the
deviation is a unique function of the change, but two different conductivity
changes can cause deviations that are rather similar. It is therefore of great
interest to study how a local change in conductivity affects the shape of the
phreatic surface in a dam. The results, were obtained for one straight hor-
izontal fracture that does not penetrate the dam. The agreement between
theory and experiment is good. If the dam is a solid earth dam, and a frac-
ture occurs near the top of the dam, the phreatic surface rises considerably.
If the fracture occurs near the bottom, the phreatic surface rises less. The
longer the fracture, the bigger the rise. For this kind of dam, i.e. when the
width and the height are comparable, possible deterioration of the soil can
be identified by monitoring the phreatic surface.



Chapter 2

Basic methods and concepts

In this chapter several fundamental physical concepts and mathematical tools
are presented. They form the basis for the thesis, a good deal of it cannot
be found in textbooks and are most likely unknown for non-specialists. A
study of this chapter makes the understanding of the papers that form the
thesis much easier.

2.1 Transport model of a particle-fluid mix-
ture

2.1.1 The unit cell

In 1992, M.A. Koenders and A.F. Williams derived the flow equations of
particle fluid mixtures for non-shearing flows, [28]. An example of such flow
is fluidization. They analyzed in detail the forces that act on one particle, and
derived the force balance between one particle and the surrounding fluid, the
so-called unit cell. They solved approximatively the microscopic equations
in the unit cell. For this purpose, they introduced a boundary condition
that yields only in terms of least squares. The authors obtained a set of
partial differential equations and a number of coefficients that depend on the
packing density of the solid phase. The following variables are used,

• the average water velocity U

• the particle velocity v

13



14 CHAPTER 2. BASIC METHODS AND CONCEPTS

• the volume fraction of the particles 4>p

• the volume fraction of the water <pw

• the water pressure p

• the mass density of the particles pp

• the mass density of the water pw

• the radius of the particles a

• the radius of the unit cell R

• the water viscosity r\

• the local water field u

• the force on a particle exerted by the water F

• the force on a particle exerted by the surrounding skeleton S

• the acceleration due to gravity g

The equations of continuity of the solid phase (p) and the fluid phase (w)
are,

(2.1)
dt

d(f)w
( 2 - 2 )

(j)p + 4>w = 1 (2.3)

The components of the force F on a particule exerted by the water are given
by,

= I atiUjdA (2.4)
JA-n

in which n is the unit outward normal to the particle boundary Ap and
is the fluid stress of a Newtonian fluid,
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The force balance for the particles is obtained by Newton's second law,

V

The force balance for an incompressible and non-turbulent fluid integrated
over a representative water volume Vw can be written,

dp 7] f d2Ui
V /ST* • 1/ /T/ (JT •

2.1.2 Terzaghi fluidization

The steady state of fluidization is obtained when particles stand still but they
do not touch. Putting all time derivatives to zero, as well as Si in equations
(2.6) and (2.7) yields,

yFi + Wi^O (2.8)

and

This conducts to the Terzaghi condition for fluidization,

dp
Pw9i (2.10)

2.1.3 The flow equations

The flow equations are solved in spherical co-ordinates assuming an axial
symmetry along the vector U — v. Therefore, the model does not include a
description of the flow perpendicular to U — v. The Stokes's stream function
\& for non-turbulent flow is used,
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0) = Y,(Anr
n + Bnr~n+1 + Cnr

n+2 + £nr-n+3).Fn(cos 9) (2.11)
n = 2

in which, Tn is the Gegenbauer polynomial or ultra spherical functions of
order n and degree -1/2. They are related with the Legendre Polynomials
by the formula,

Then the radial and angular components of the relative velocity are given by,

ur = - J2 [Anr
n~2 + B^-""--1 + Cnr

n + Dnr~n+1]Pn-i{cos6) (2.13)

o — (n — 1)B r~n~l -+- (w 4- 2)C rn — (n —

71=2

oo

}
n=2 S m P

(2.14)

The local flow equations are solved for a unit cell that is a sphere centered
on a single particle. The boundary on the central particle is u = 0 on r = a.
On the other side the average velocity of the water U is imposed in cylindrical
co-ordinates, (Ua = 0). Therefore, the two following relations yield,

]_ rR PIT r2ir

Ua = — / / r2 sin0[sin6 ur +cos 0ue}drd6d(i> (2.15)
Vw Ja JO JO

^ rR pn r2TX

U< = — / / r2 sin0[cos 9 ur-sin6 ue}drd6d(f> (2.16)
Vw Ja Jo JO

A Taylor expansion of the relative particle velocity shows only products
of three terms like sin 9 cos 9 sin 4> or sin2 9 cos (j) sin </> . . . Therefore, the serie
in (2.11) is broken off for n = 4. Then, the two conditions (2.15) and (2.16)
give us,

(2.17)

and,

(2.18)
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in which, A, // and v are expressed in the ratio 7 = f,

_ ~ 5 I 5 2 _ 3
2 7 2 J 2

~ 3 , I _ 3 2
' ^ 2 2 '

' ^ 2 2 '

The outer boundary is given by the following condition,

/ # / 62 sin 6[(vr -urf + (ve - ue)
2} d9 = minimal (2.22)

JO JO

In other words, at some radius r = b, the velocity of the water is as much
as possible equal with the local particle velocity. Equation (2.22) give us the
C and D coefficients,

<-̂ 2 — - 9 -

6a| + ag

D2 - ( _ ^ a / x - | j 3 ) C 2 - ^ a ^ (2.25)

A = ( - ^Aa 3 - ^a 5 ) (2.26)

in which,

+ £ T - 3 - fr"1) (2-28)
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(2.29)

6 = a\r+"-T-S--T-3) (2.30)

<*4 = (l^+^-l^3) (2-31)
a2 = Ju(2-ir-3- |r-1)+a2(- |r-3 + 4r2-|r_1) (2.32)

e = v[2-^-r->) (2.33)

a3 = Aa(3r-3r-4) + a3(-5r-4 + 5r3) (2.34)

(2.35)

in which, r = 6/a. Then, an expression for the pressure is,

n=2

Using Gauss's theorem, the pressure gradients are easily obtained,

<%) - V f p r = V f >"***
^o^' V Jv ok, V JA

After integration, one obtains,

(2.39)

The following coefficients are introduced,

[20:2,5 + «2e /.__,^ 3 5 ~\ 3
A =

31/ L aZ + 'Za'ZZ ̂
3 5
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(10-R3 - -apt - - a 3 ) (2.44)
V 2 2/

1^ + S") 4 + 2*

V; ^2 2 / 5 al + 2al

4TT??/3 5 3 x 6 f e a 2 2 a 2 , .
H = —r 1 f-a/Lt + - a 6 ) — — ^ — — ^ (2.48)

V ^2 ^ 2 / 5 al + 2ai v '

K , tofr+fr***^ (,49)
These coefficients depend on the fraction volume of the solid part (f)p as shown
in figure 2.1. Finally, the flow equations for one unit cell are,

(2.50)

(2-51)

(2.52)

(2.53)

These flow equations constitute the starting point of paper 3 in which the
exact solutions of (2.50)-(2.53) are presented.
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lnlo(A./r|)

3

1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Figure 2.1: The coefficients A • • • K versus the fraction volume of the solid
part, <pp. 1. Aa2/rj; 2. B/rj; 3. -Cjr\\ 4. -D/r}\ 5. Eajr\\ 6. Fa2/r); 7.
-Gjr\; 8. H/77; 9. K/rj, (from Ref. [28]).
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2.2 Homogenization method

A complete presentation of the homogenization method is presented in [34],
[18] and [31]. Homogenization deals with the partial differential equations
of physics in heterogeneous materials with a periodic structure when the
characteristic length of the period, e —• 0. The method is based on the con-
sideration of two length scales associated with microscopic and macroscopic
phenomena.
We consider the elliptic equation of the divergence type,

or equivalently,

in which,

Pi = aijp- (2.56)

The symmetric matrix a^ = a,ji represents a physical property of the
material. In the case of a porous medium, ay may be for example the per-
meability kij. For homogeneous materials, ay does not depend on x. On the
other hand, if the material is non-homogeneous but quasi-periodic i.e. ay (a:)
is a periodic function with a period Y, that is constant in a local volume
but that may be a different constant in a distance domain. We note that
the homogenization method is rigorous only for periodical matrix. Then, we
define the function,

ne I \ _ n..(_\ (n rf\
ij\ ) — i>3\ ) y&.ut j

in which e is a real positive parameter. The function a\j{x) is eY periodic.
Then, we consider the boundary value problem in a bounded domain Vl of
the space RN of coordinates X{,

d > -"<" v=/(ar) in Q (2.58)

= 0 on dQ (2.59)
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We search for an asymptotic expansion of ue(x) as a function of e for e <C 1.

we(x) = u°(x) + eu\x,y) + e2u2(x,y) H (2.60)

2.2.1 Local periodicity

In (2.60), y = x/e and the functions ul(x, y) are locally periodic in the variable
y. This means that it* takes values that are almost the same in neighboring
periods, but very different in distant ones. Then,

A = A +1A (
dxi dxi e dyi

and V«e and pe read,
due /du° dv}\ /du1 du2\ 2

dxi ^ dxi dyi' ^ dxi dyi'

due

p\{x) = pOi(x,y) + ep]{x,y) + e2 • • • = aij(y) (2.63)
XXj

Identify each term of equation (2.62) with each term of equation (2.63),

n, . . . /du° dul\ . .

Vi(*,y) = ^ f a X ^ + ̂ r ) (2-64)

*•}<*•») = «

One can rewrite equation (2.58) in the form —dpf(x)/dxi = f. Using
(2.62), (2.63), (2.64) and (2.65), one obtain,

< - | - - 7 i | ) ( p ? + ep'1 + - ) = / W (2'66)

The identity yields for any value of e i.e. the coefficients of successive
powers of e must be zero. At the order e~x the relation (2.66) gives us,

M = o (2.67)
dy
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At the order e°, (2.66) is,

dp0 dv^~k-£rf (2-68)
and so on • • •

2.2.2 Local and homogenized equations

Equations (2.67) and (2.68) are the microscopic (or local) and the macro-
scopic (or homogenized) equations for ue, respectively. Inserting equation
(2.64) into equation (2.67) give us the local equation,

- a - ay (y) ̂ —) = -K- -a2- (y) (2-69)

Let's consider it as an equation of w1(y), u° is known as well as the right
hand side of (2.69). The solution u1 is unique (up to an additive constant)
and Y-periodic.

y) + C(x) (2.70)u\x,y) = w(y) + C
oxk

in which wk is Y-periodic and defined as follow,

^ Jy = 0 (2.71)

and,

r dwk dv r daik/ aij-^——dy= / -K—vdy (2.72)
JY dyj dyi JY dy^

2.3 Baiocchi's transformation

2.3.1 Fixed domain and Baiocchi's transformation

In 1971 Baiocchi proposed a new way of formulating free boundary problems
through porous media, [2], [3], [4]. An introduction of the Baiocchi's trans-
formation is given in [10]. Typically, a free-boundary problem consists of a
partial differential equation of elliptic type to be satisfied within a bounded
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domain together with the necessary boundary conditions. One section of the
boundary, the free boundary, is unknown and must be determined as part of
the solution. The Baiocchi's approach transforms the unknown region O,, in
which the problem have been formulated, into a known region D with fixed
boundaries.

The velocity field of a laminar flow governed by Darcy's law (1856) is
expressed in the form,

k
v = — V ( p + pgy) (2.73)

in which v is the velocity vector, k is the permeability of the medium, \x
is the viscosity of the fluid, p is the pression of the fluid, p is density. The
vertical coordinate y is positive upwards. If k is constant, v derives from
a velocity potential such that v = — V(/>. But the equation of continuity
Vv = 0 implies that V(V0) = 0 i.e. V20 = 0 that is <p satisfies Laplace's
equation. The components of the velocity vector v are given by,

u = -dcp/dx, v = -d<p/dy (2.74)

There exists a stream function $ which satisfies the Laplace's equation
V2W = 0, and for which

u = -d^/dx, v = d^/dy (2.75)

The Cauchy-Riemann equations <j>x = tyy and (f>y = — \PX follow from
(2.74) and (2.75). The domain Q, is extended to a domain D with known

def

boundaries such that, D = Vt + ftext + F, in which F is the free boundary.
The dependent variable <fi is extended by continuity and defined on D, i.e.
the domain D plus its boundaries.

4>{x,y) = <f>(x,y) i nQ (2.76)

4>(x,y) = y mD-Q (2.77)

A weak solution is a triplet {/, Q,(j)}. The Baiocchi transformation is
defined by,

w(x,y) = / {(f)(x,ri) — r]} dr] inQ (2.78)
Jy

in which, y1 is a known coordinate of the fixed boundaries. Differentiation
of (2.78) with respect to x yields,
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wx{x, y) = fx(x){(f>(x, f(x)) - f(x)} + / ij>x(x, rj) drj

= / * 4>x(x,rj)dr) (2.79)

since, 4>(x, f(x)) = f(x) on the free boundary. Similarly,

,y)-y} (2.80)

Thus

wx = wy = Q on y = f(x) and in D — Q,

and the derivatives of to are continuous throughout D.

2.3.2 Differential equation for w

A convenient starting point to derive the differential equation satisfied by w
is the Green's theorem

jf V(j>Vw dxdy = - ff 4>V2w dx dy (2.81)

We have used the fact that dw/dn = 0 on the boundary 8D. Introduction
of a function S!f(x, y) defined as follow,

tt= r^(x,ri)d-n (2.82)
Jo

i.e. ,

${x,y) = *y{x,y) (2.83)

leads to a second expression for the left hand side of the Green's theorem
(2.81).

// V4>Vw dx dy = // {<j>xwx + 4>ywy} dx dy

= ff {Wy-$xx + WyVyy} dx dy (2.84)
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After integration by parts and noting that \& vanishes together with all
its derivatives on 6D and that w vanishes on the the free boundary. The
substitution from (2.80), (2.76), and (2.83) into (2.84) gives

= - JJ[(<f> - y)Vxx + (<f> -y)^yy)dx dy

— / / ~4>dxdy
JJn

= [[-fandxdy (2.85)

By a further use of Green's theorem, inserting the boundary conditions
and V2</> = 0 in Q, and where xn an-d zero outside 0. Finally, (2.81) and
(2.85) together yield

V2w = 1 inO (2.86)

V2w = 0 mD-tt (2.87)

2.3.3 The boundary conditions

Each of the boundary conditions of the variable ip are transformed into cor-
responding conditions for the variable w. This is done using the Baiocchi's
transformation (2.78).

2.3.4 Variational inequalities

The properties of w and the equations (2.86) and (2.87) can be expressed by
the following differential equation and inequalities in the domain D,

io(l - V2w) = 0, 1 - V2w{x,y) > 0, w(x,y) > 0 (2.88)

It is well established that if w(x,y) satisfied (2.88) it also satisfies the
variational inequality,

a(w,v-w) >(v-w) (2.89)
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for all functions v which, together with their first derivatives, exist and are
square summable on D and which agree with w on the boundary on D.
We have,

a(w, v-u) = - if VwV(v - u) dx dy (2.90)

and,

(v - w) = - !f (v - w) dx dy (2.91)

Because of the symmetry in the inequality (2.89), the solution w(x,y) is
also a solution of the minimization problem

J(w) < J{v) (2.92)

where,

J(v) = \ JJD(V2
X + v2

y) dx dy + f^ dx dy (2.93)

Baiocchi (1980) derives the variational inequality

/ / VwV(v— w) dxdy +X w(0,y){v(0,y)— w(0,y)} dy
JJD JO

> [[ (w- v) dxdy-X [Vl (yiY - y2/2){v{Q, y) - w(0, y)} dy
JJD JO

(2.94)

The author finds the problem to be well posed, and that numerical so-
lutions are straightforward. The Baiocchi's transformation is generalized in
paper 4 for infinitely thin inhomogeneities.



Chapter 3

Summary of papers

3.1 Paper 1

Paper 1 is concerned with experimental studies on the hydraulic transport of
roughly spherical particles (« 3 mm), through a Hele-Shaw cell (296 mm x
210 mm x 20 mm), that contains a matrix of cylindrical obstacles (20 mm x 20
mm), as shown in figures 3.1 and figure 3.2. The experiments were recorded
with a video camera and the results were obtained after image analysis.

The characteristic volume of the experimental cell corresponds with the
limit of an representative elementary volume (REV). Consequently, the aver-
age of extensive variables are not constant but presents fluctuations in space.
The fluctuations are relatively small to draw some general conclusions on
the transport quantities at the macroscopic scale, as velocity profiles or pres-
sure field. This level of approximation is called mesoscopic or mesoscale that
is a description between the microscopic and macroscopic scale. This scale
presents the advantage to magnified the different aspects of the transport
mechanisms. On the other side, there are few transport mechanisms those
behaviors can be extrapolate directly to a macroscopic description. A de-
tailed analysis must be done for each particular mechanism. A such analysis
is presented in paper 2 and paper 3.

In paper 2, the settling velocity of mm-sized particles is measured for
different concentrations. A "train" transport mechanism was observed. The
velocity of the particles presents a maximum for "trains" composed of 3 to 5
particles. The exact number of particles that corresponds to the maximum
velocity is unknown. A microscopic description of the flow inside a singular
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Figure 3.1: Hele-Shaw cell (296 mm x 210 mm x 20 mm), with cylindrical
obstacles (20 mm x 20 mm).
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Figure 3.2: Roughly spherical particles of PVC (« 3 mm) passing through
a Hele-Shaw cell with cylindrical obstacles with 20 mm diameter. Some
particles are black and are used as markers. The main direction of the flow
is from the top to the bottom of the figure.
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pore is necessary. This was not the main goal of these experiments. The ve-
locity corresponding to these formations in "trains" can be twice the velocity
of an isolated particle. If the fraction volume of particle i.e. the ratio of the
volume occupied by the particles inside a given volume divided by the volume
itself, is larger than 0.37, sedimentation does not occur. The transport of
particles is blocked by the formation of arches between obstacles and infinite
clusters are observed.

We consider both, dilute and concentrated mixtures of particles under a
constant vertical hydraulic pressure gradient. The longitudinal and trans-
verse components of the velocity of the particles were measured. This was
done by tracking particles, with image analysis, the positions of some "marked"
particles after regular periods of time. The results show first, that the longi-
tudinal velocity is very little influenced by the presence of the obstacles of the
matrix. The particles surround the obstacles without "lost" of time. This
suggest that Darcy's law is a "strong" law that is still valid at mesoscale.
Second, a front of incoming particles is stable in a regular spaced matrix of
obstacles but presents "fingering" type instabilities in the case of irregular
spaced matrix. This indicates a transition between a simple, periodical flow
into a more complex flow including preferential paths and clusters formations.

We demonstrate that in a mesoscale porous medium, the longitudinal
dispersion of particles is a second order effect. The consequence of this is
that the particles move from pore to pore. First, the particles invade a pore.
Second, the pore is completely filled with particles. Then, the particles invade
the next pore and the process is repeated from pore to pore.

3.2 Paper 2

One of the first attempts to define conditions of filter-stability was made
by Prinz in 1923 in connection with filters around wells. Most recent filter-
criteria were defined by Sherard et a!., (1989), [35]-[39]. Many concepts have
been introduced, internal stability, filter criteria, wetting [13], percolation
[12], [14] and [15] and many other ones. Still today, new concepts are nec-
essary to the understanding of mass transport through a porous medium.
Recently, it has been discovered that filter mechanisms with low statistical
weight may have macroscopic consequences on the general flow, [9], [11].

A such example is given in paper 2. We show experimental evidences
of a coupling between the formations of arches of fine particles between the
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grains of the porous matrix and the formation of agglomerates also called
clusters. Such clusters are shown in figure 3.3. The possible configurations
of a stable arch are limited both, in space (stables arches have a well de-
fine positions on the grains) and in number (arches with too many particles
become unstable). Nevertheless, the formation of an arch blocks the chan-
nel between two pores and by consequence modifies the flow in the entire
medium. By simply, subtracting the gray level of each pixels between two
frames, we clearly visualize the blocking mechanism. If an arch forms the
concentration in particles increases in front of it as well as the probability to
form new arches. In front of each arch, particles accumulate and we observe
the formation of subclusters. The characteristic length of the cluster grows
linearly with time. The growing rate of a 2D infinite cluster is N times larger
than the growing rate of pure accumulating process, where N is the number
of subclusters.

Figure 3.3: Formation of clusters of PVC particles and preferential paths in a
non-uniform matrix of cylindrical obstacles. The main flow is oriented from
top to bottom.
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The transverse dimensions of the cluster with the main flow are controlled
by the preferential paths that are paths along which particles can surround
a cluster. A balance exists between the accumulation process and the sur-
rounding process. For uniform or quasi-uniform media all paths are identical
or quasi-identical. If a cluster forms, it is always an infinite cluster that
invade the entire medium. In general, the medium is non-uniform and the
characteristic size of a cluster (CSC) is a function of the non-uniformity pa-
rameter £, that is the measure of the divergence from the uniform matrix.
We study a special class of porous media that are construct from a periodic
cubic lattice with parameter /. By definition, £ is the maximum possible
displacement of a node of the cubic lattice to its corresponding position in
the non-uniform matrix. Other classes of porous media can be constructed
from 2D or 3D periodical structures.

A simple theoretical model is presented for both the formation of arches
and the formation of clusters. The friction between particles is negligible and
neglected. Only regular arches are selected. Irregular arches are stable only
under non-regular local stress. First, using a linear stability analysis of the
arches, one can predict the number of fine particles that form a stable regular
arch. Second, the balance between the formation of clusters and preferential
paths was approximated statistically with the help of a simple "2-rotator"
model. The model is based on the size distribution of the channels that exist
between grains of the porous matrix. The size distribution is represented
by 2D surface S where a point of S corresponds to a configuration in space
between two cylindrical obstacles and the value at the point is the minimum
distance in the channel between the two obstacles. First, we define the
probabilities E\ that a channel is blocked by the formation of an arch and
E2 that a channel is part of a preferential path. Second, we take the union
of the corresponding E\ and E2 for all possible cells. After normalization the
probability P = Ei(l — E2) corresponds to the density by number of pores
that a pore is blocked. The total number of pores that are blocked is then
equal with nP where n is the density of grains in the porous matrix. The
probability distribution nP, presents a maximum at £ = 0.25 that is well
reproduced from experiments. The theoretical model shows that the critical
size of a channel that is include in a preferential path is a function of the non-
uniformity parameter, £. As expected, this indicates transport mechanism
of percolation type. From the engineering point of view, in particular for
embarkment dams, the flow in the preferential paths is much larger than
the flow in the homogeneous part of the dam. Internal erosion is obviously
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amplified along these paths and the control of the characteristic size and
density of the preferential paths is the key for new long term filter criteria.

3.3 Paper 3

A theoretical model on the transport of particle-fluid mixtures was derived
by Koenders and Williams (1992), [23]-[28], and is presented in section 2.1.
In paper 3, the model is applied to the flow of a particle-fluid mixture along
a pipe with radius R and length L ^> R. Although, the model was originally
derived for isotropic media, the main coefficients of the theory are quasi
independent of the degree of anisotropy (in the limit that the latter is not
too high). Therefore, the isotropic model is sufficient to predict the main
behavior of an anisotropic flow of particles in a pipe flow.

The exact solutions of the momemtum equations for the velocity of the
particles and the fluid are derived. In cylindrical co-ordinates (cr, £, 0), the
azimuthal component of the velocity of the particle phase presents the simple
form,

oo c

^ ) (3.1)

in which oti are the real roots of the equation Jo{ai) — 0, tOi = o>i/R, VQ is the
slip velocity of the particles on the inside wall of the pipe and v\ = ^ ( i ? 2 —
<72)/4 is a particular solution for the flow without particles. The sum in (3.1)
represents the perturbation on the basic flow due to the interaction between
the particles and the fluid. The coefficients C±(a) are derived from a Bessel-
Fourier expansion of the solutions for the following boundary conditions:

• A nonslip condition of the fluid (V = 0), on the inside wall of the pipe.

• A slip velocity (VQ ̂ k 0), for the particles on the inside wall of the pipe.

• For 4>p —> 1, the fluid is trapped by the particles and the velocity and
density distributions for the fluid and the particles are identical.

The Bessel's function of zero order Jo, has real roots that satisfy the first
boundary condition. The second condition yields to an expression for the
slip velocity vo(<f>p) of the particles on the inside wall of the pipe. Finally,
the coefficients C&(a) are obtained from the last boundary condition.
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Inserting the solutions of the momentum equations in the continuity equa-
tions yields to artificial "sink" and "source" terms. The Thomas theorem [40],
predicts the existence of a mimimum flow that allows deposition of particles.
For such flow the slip velocity of the particles along the wall is under 3% of
the mean velocity along the center line of the flow. Futhermore, the fraction
volume of the fluid that is trapped between the particles and the wall is of
the same order of magnitude than the corresponding artificial "sink" term of
the fluid phase. The temptation is to interpreted the artificial "sink" terms
for the particle and fluid phases as deposition of particles on the inside wall
of the pipe and trapping of the fluid between the settled particles. Then,
the solutions of the momemtum equations are physically acceptable, in the
sense that they represent the flow of a particles-fluid mixture in a pipe with
deposition of particles on the inside surface of the pipe. These solutions
present a peculiar behavior along the center line of the flow (a = 0); the ve-
locity of the fluid phase is the supperposition of two oscillating modes. The
fundamental mode has a wavelength Ai ~ 16 i? and amplitude V\ ~ 0.17 Vo

where Vo is the mean fluid velocity along the center line of the flow. The
second mode has a wavelength A2 ~ 60 R and an amplitude V2 ~ 0.06 Vo.
These azimuthal instabilities of the pipe flow for a suspension have never
been reported before. Azimuthal instabilities of a particle-fluid mixture was
reported by Koenders and Williams, [28], in convergent geometries, as for
example in a cone. Unfortunately, their theory does not predict unstabili-
ties in pipe flow. Experiments are necessary to verified the physical nature
of these oscillations. For that reason, the fluid velocity and the density of
particles have to be measured along an azimuthal distance > 100J2.

3.4 Paper 4

Paper 4 illustrates the consequences of a single fracture on the flow in a
homogeneous earth dam. From the engineering point of view, this study is
significant because the monitoring of the phreatic surface can reveal possible
deterioration of the inner part of the dam. The rigorous transformation due
to Baiocchi, [2], cf. section 2.3.1, is limited to problems with one or two
homogeneous media. This is due to the vertical integration that appears in
Baiocchi's transformation,

w
rVmax ~ _

{x,y)= {<f>(x,r})- r)}dV in ft (3.2)
Jy
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For example, in the case of three layers we have,

fii = {(x,y),0<x<l,0<y<yi} (3.3)

Cl2 = {(x,y),0<x<l,yi<y<y2} (3.4)

fi3 = {(x,y),0<x<l,y2<y<y3} (3.5)

in which, Q = Qi U Q2 U O3. We define a permeability, &i for Qi, k2 for f22

and k3 for f23. Then, the Baiocchi's transformation becomes,

(x,y) = / h{(j){x,rj)~r}}dr}+ k2{(f){x,rj) - rj} drj +
Jy Jyi

J
rys

h{(f>{x,r]) - r\} dr\ infii (3.6)

w{x,y) = / k2
Jy

V3 h{4>(x, rj) - v} drj in fi2 (3.7)

ryz ~ _
w(x, y)= h{(p(x, 77) - 77} cf77 in Q,3 (3.8)

V

We observe that the permeability kx is not present in (3.7) and (3.8) and
the permeability k2 is not present in (3.8). The flow in each layer is then
independent of the flow in the sublayers. This is physically not acceptable.
For example, if k\ = fc3 and k2 > k\ that is an internal zone with higher
permeability than the surrounding zones, for example a fracture (k2 — 00), we
expect an outflow from the high permeability zones to the low permeability
zones.

We solve the problem in paper 4 by considering a generalization of the
Baiocchi's transformation into the P , i.e. the group of squared summable
distributions. Physically, this model corresponds to infinitely thin fractures.
Basically, we say that Baiocchi's transformation may be generalized inside
domain reduced at their boundaries, i.e. infinitely thin. For a earth dam,
this condition is quite realistic because the dimensions of the inhomogeneous
zone is much smaller than the dimensions of the dam itself.

We have integrated the Baiocchi's transformation using Cryer algorithm
with projection and domain decomposition. The resulting velocity field was
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compared with the one measured in a Hele-Shaw cell for a rectangular dam
with an infinitely thin fracture that partially penetrates the dam. The per-
meability was infinite inside the fracture. The Baiocchi's transformation is
defined by,

Mi
w(x, y)= k(x, rj)[<f>(x, y) - 77] dr] (3.9)

Jy

in which, the permeability distribution k(x,y) is constant in the domain
Q — T with, T = {(x,y),0 < x < x&,y = yn} with XH and yn are the
co-ordinates of the point H at the vicinity of the fracture T'.

The numerical results agree well with the experiments ones. As expected,
the phreatic surface F, is mostly perturbed when the fracture is just under
F. The length, y#, of the fracture may be then approximated from the shape
of the phreatic surface. The conclusions for the cases corresponding with a
fracture near the base of the dam, are not so obvious but still, the presence
of the inhomogeneity is observable.

Furthermore, the potential in the vicinity of the tip of the fracture was
estimated. This analytical result is useful because the tip of the fracture
corresponds to a singular point and is numerically unreliable. The big hy-
draulic gradient at the tip induces, in general, migration of fine material and
propagation of the fracture through the structure of the dam.
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